
Insert initial stems into both sides of  the Egg, 
stabilizing the mechanic with your thumb 

and forefinger. Crisscross stems through the 
Egg’s grid, working from the back to the front. 

Leave room for focal blooms. 

Start with an empty pillow resting on 
top of  the vessel. Hold the pillow in 

place and insert stems in an X shape.

Mechanics made from 
recycled plastic and 

are recyclable. 

Mechanics allow for 
easy transportability 

and quick installations.

Continue to incorporate greenery  
and texture, fortifying the structure  

of  the design. By this point, the 
design will rest in your hand, 

supporting itself. 

Begin to establish the shape you
want with textured greens and

colorful elements. 

Add statement blooms, trailing 
vines or branches. Trim stems 
and make sure the mechanic is 
completely hidden. Tie off with 

ribbon for a finished look. 

Go to town with big statement 
blooms, winding vines and grasses, 
using the pillow as a binding point.
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features and benefits

Creating a Bouquet with the Egg Mechanic

Creating an Arrangement with the Pillow Mechanic

Learn more at  
holly.syndicatesales.com

Pillow Mechanic allows 
for direct access to fresh 

water source.

Use less product in your 
floral designs and still  

create full arrangements.

Mechanics save time 
in the design process. 

mspilbeler [12:48 PM]
One more -- swap the top 
middle and top left feature/
benefit for more balance in 
the text.



FEATURES AND BENEFITS

Using Moss as a Mechanic

Bel laMossCol lect ion.com

Adds polish to 
designs to increase 

perceived value.

Offer personalization using 
moss as a creative accent 

to any arrangement.

Pliable and soft
to the touch.

All-natural and
sustainably sourced.

Provides decoration and 
layers in terrariums.

Long-lasting with
better fade resistance.

Moss Mats & Spheres add
beautiful layers to tablescapes.

Use as a decorative mechanic
 to cover Aquafoam® & Aquaforms®.

Use as a decorative mechanic for covering 
the tops of plants in grower pots.


